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Abstract— Next-generation satellite systems require more flexi-1

bility in resource management such that available radio resources2

can be dynamically allocated to meet time-varying and non-3

uniform traffic demands. Considering potential benefits of beam4

hopping (BH) and non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA),5

we exploit the time-domain flexibility in multi-beam satellite6

systems by optimizing BH design, and enhance the power-domain7

flexibility via NOMA. In this paper, we investigate the syn-8

ergy and mutual influence of beam hopping and NOMA.9

We jointly optimize power allocation, beam scheduling, and10

terminal-timeslot assignment to minimize the gap between11

requested traffic demand and offered capacity. In the solu-12

tion development, we formally prove the NP-hardness of the13

optimization problem. Next, we develop a bounding scheme to14

tightly gauge the global optimum and propose a suboptimal15

algorithm to enable efficient resource assignment. Numerical16

results demonstrate the benefits of combining NOMA and BH,17

and validate the superiority of the proposed BH-NOMA schemes18

over benchmarks.19

Index Terms— Multi-beam satellite systems, beam hopping,20

non-orthogonal multiple access, resource optimization.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

IN CONVENTIONAL multi-beam satellite systems, all23

beams are simultaneously illuminated and on-board24
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resources are pre-assigned before launch due to limited flex- 25

ibility and capability in satellite payloads [1]. While this 26

design is efficient for static and uniform traffic patterns, the 27

evolution of data services leads to highly dynamic and spatially 28

non-uniform traffic. In this case, the efficiency of resource 29

utilization is low and the system fails to adapt to heteroge- 30

neous traffic distribution over the coverage area [2]. With the 31

development of advanced satellite payloads, more attention 32

has been drawn to flexible on-board resource allocation (e.g., 33

power, bandwidth) to embrace the dramatic growth of data 34

traffic and the uneven traffic distribution [2], [3]. 35

Beam hopping (BH) is a promising technique to enhance 36

the flexibility of resource management by selectively and 37

sequentially activating or deactivating beams [2], [4], [5]. 38

The benefits of BH are from the following aspects. First, 39

in a BH system, beam scheduling (or beam illumination 40

pattern design) is optimized based on the requested traffic 41

such that unmet and unused capacity can be reduced [4], 42

[5]. Second, without illuminating all the beams together, the 43

required number of radio-frequency chains is smaller, thus 44

power consumption and payload mass are reduced [5]. Third, 45

spatially induced co-channel interference can be alleviated by 46

illuminating the beams that are distant from each other [6], [7]. 47

In the DVB-S2X standard [8], a super-frame format to 48

facilitate BH implementation and performance enhancement 49

has been specified. In the literature, BH has been applied 50

in different scenarios, e.g., load balancing networks [9], 51

cognitive satellite networks [10], and ultra-dense LEO 52

systems [11]. 53

A. Related Works 54

To improve the performance of BH, a majority of works 55

focus on how to design efficient approaches to decide beam- 56

timeslot scheduling. In [4], a genetic algorithm was adopted 57

to determine beam illumination patterns. In [10], a resource 58

allocation problem for cognitive BH systems was studied. 59

The authors decomposed the problem and proposed low- 60

complexity approaches. In [12], the authors designed two 61

iterative BH approaches based on minimum co-channel inter- 62

ference and maximum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio 63

(SINR). The authors in [13] studied resource allocation for 64

a novel satellite system where conventional BH is combined 65
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with cluster hopping. Considering the benefits of machine66

learning techniques, the authors in [14] and [15] proposed67

resource allocation schemes assisted by deep reinforcement68

learning and deep learning, respectively.69

Compared to conventional orthogonal multiple access70

(OMA), non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) can achieve71

higher spectral efficiency and serve more terminals [16].72

Beyond terrestrial systems, it is natural to investigate how73

NOMA can help to improve the performance for multi-beam74

satellite systems, e.g., [17]–[20]. The authors in [17] stud-75

ied the cooperation between NOMA and precoding in a76

multi-beam satellite system. In [18], joint optimization of77

power allocation, decoding orders, and terminal-timeslot78

assignment in NOMA-enabled multi-beam satellite systems79

was studied. To mitigate channel-phase uncertainty effects,80

two robust beamforming schemes were provided in [19] to81

minimize power consumption for delivering satellite internet-82

of-things services. In [20], the authors jointly optimized83

power allocation and network stability to maximize long-term84

average capacity for NOMA-based satellite internet-of-things85

systems. NOMA has shown superiorities in enhancing spectral86

efficiency and improving the performance of practical metrics87

for multi-beam satellite systems in the literature.88

Considering the individual benefits from BH and NOMA,89

we are motivated to investigate how to exploit the joint90

advantages of these two techniques and optimize resource91

allocation for BH-NOMA systems. In the literature, the joint92

scheme of BH and NOMA is studied to a limited extent. The93

potential synergies of NOMA and BH were firstly studied in94

our previous work [21], where we considered a simplified95

problem and focused on performance evaluation in order to96

verify the initial synergy between BH and NOMA.97

B. Motivations and Contributions98

In general, joint resource optimization for BH-NOMA sys-99

tems typically leads to a combinatorial optimization problem.100

In some cases, the optimum might not be achievable for101

large-scale instances due to unaffordable complexity and time,102

e.g., branch-and-bound approach in solving large-scale integer103

linear programming problems [15], [22]. For some difficult104

problems, the optimum might even be unknown for small105

or medium cases, e.g., unknown optimum in solving mixed-106

integer non-convex programming (MINCP) problems [21].107

It is therefore of importance to: 1) Identify how difficult the108

resource optimization problem is; 2) Provide a tight bound for109

the optimum; 3) Properly benchmark the developed suboptimal110

solutions.111

In this paper, we investigate joint optimization for the112

considered BH-NOMA scheme to enhance the performance113

gain by optimizing power allocation, beam scheduling, and114

terminal-timeslot assignment. We apply BH to selectively and115

sequentially activate beams over timeslots. NOMA is then116

implemented within each active beam to further improve the117

spectral efficiency. We aim at minimizing the gap between118

offered capacity and requested traffic, which is a practical and119

widely-adopted metric to capture capacity-demand mismatches120

for satellite systems [3], [7]. Considering the benefits of121

higher spectral efficiency and more flexibilities in resource 122

allocation than OMA, NOMA can improve the capacity for 123

terminals with unmet capacity such that the capacity-demand 124

gap can be further reduced. Beyond state-of-the-art and com- 125

pared to [21], the main contributions are summarized as 126

follows: 127

• We formulate a resource allocation problem to minimize 128

the gap between offered capacity and requested traf- 129

fic, leveraging by BH and NOMA. The work, together 130

with [21], provides an early-attempt investigation for BH- 131

NOMA systems. 132

• We formally prove the NP-hardness of the joint 133

BH-NOMA optimization problem and outline the mutual 134

influence between BH and NOMA. We investigate the 135

problem’s insights by developing theoretical analysis. 136

• To gauge the unknown global optimum, we design an 137

effective bounding scheme. In the upper-bound approach 138

(UBA), we develop an iterative near-optimal algorithm. 139

In the lower-bound approach (LBA), we first resolve 140

the problem’s non-convexity by simplifying the estima- 141

tion of inter-beam interference. Then we construct a 142

mixed-integer conic programming (MICP) problem to 143

approximate the original problem. 144

• We design an efficient suboptimal algorithm for joint 145

power allocation, beam scheduling, and terminal-timeslot 146

assignment (E-JPBT) to overcome the high complexity 147

in UBA and provide feasible solutions for large-scale 148

instances. 149

• The numerical results validate the benefits of jointly con- 150

sidering BH and NOMA, and the tightness of the bounds 151

in gauging optimality. We demonstrate the superiority of 152

the proposed BH-NOMA schemes in matching offered 153

capacity to requested traffic compared to benchmarks. 154

The remainders of the paper are organized as follows: 155

A multi-beam system model with the coexistence of BH and 156

NOMA is illustrated in Section II. In Section III, we formulate 157

a joint resource optimization problem and provide theoret- 158

ical analysis of the problem. The procedures of UBA and 159

LBA are elaborated in Section IV and Section V, respectively. 160

In Section VI, we present the details of designing E-JPBT. 161

The performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated 162

and discussed in Section VII. Section VIII concludes the 163

paper. 164

Some notations are defined as follows: The operator | · | 165

denotes the absolute value of a complex number or the car- 166

dinality of a set. f(x; y) represents the function f(x, y) with 167

given y. [x]+ is equivalent to the calculation of max{x, 0}. 168

The operation of X ×Y = {(x, y)|x ∈ X , y ∈ Y} denotes the 169

Cartesian product of two sets. 170

II. SYSTEM MODEL 171

We consider a geostationary earth orbit (GEO) satellite 172

system which provides services to fixed ground terminals via 173

forward links. The satellite generates B spot beams to cover 174

the targeted area. We denote B as the set of the beams. Let 175

K and Kb represent the set of terminals in the system and in 176

the b-th beam, respectively. Note that terminals are assigned to 177
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beams implicitly based on their geographical coordinates [23],178

e.g., terminal k located within the 4.3 dB contour of the179

b-th beam’s coverage area belonging to Kb. Denote K ′
180

as the number of terminals per beam. Each terminal is181

equipped with a single directional antenna. All the beams182

share the same frequency band, i.e., 1-color frequency-reuse183

pattern.184

The architecture of the considered multi-beam satellite185

system is depicted in Fig. 1, where the telemetry, tracking,186

and command (TT&C) station is part of the satellite operation187

center whereas the gateway and the resource manager are part188

of the network operation center [2]. The TT&C station is189

responsible for the synchronization among beams during the190

BH process [24]. The bent-pipe transparent satellite payload191

is assumed to be equipped with switching matrix and digital192

transparent processors to enable beam activation/deactivation193

and power distribution among different active beams, respec-194

tively [1], [2]. The procedure in Fig. 1 is described as the195

following: Step 1: The gateway collects information from196

ground terminals, e.g., traffic demand and channel status, via197

return links. Step 2: Based on the feedbacks, the resource198

manager (co-located with the gateway) executes the algo-199

rithm to optimize the beam illumination pattern and power-200

terminal-timeslot scheduling. The optimization outcomes are201

communicated to the satellite payload via the TT&C station202

and to the gateway [2], [15]. Step 3: Following the planned203

scheduling decisions, the gateway requests data from the core204

networks to the satellite payload. Step 4: According to the205

optimized beam illumination pattern, the satellite payload206

relies on a switching matrix to activate the selected beams. The207

satellite payload delivers data to the ground terminals in active208

beams.209

In the system, BH illuminates no more than B0 (B0 < B)210

beams at each timeslot due to payload architecture limitations.211

A scheduling period consists of T timeslots, defined as a BH212

window. Denote T as the set of the timeslots. For each beam,213 ⌈
K′
K0

⌉
timeslots are required such that all the terminals can214

be scheduled to at least one timeslot. The minimum number215

of timeslots to illuminate all the beams at least once is
⌈

B
B0

⌉
.216

Thus the value of T should meet T ≥
⌈

K′
K0

⌉ ⌈
B
B0

⌉
. In an active217

beam, NOMA is adopted to multiplex one or more terminals in218

a timeslot. The signals intended for the scheduled terminals in219

one beam are superimposed with different power per targeted220

terminal. We denote pkt as the transmit power for terminal k221

at timeslot t. The SINR of terminal k in beam b at timeslot t222

is derived as,223

γkt =
|hbk|2pkt∑

k′∈Kb\{k}
k′<k

|hbk|2pk′t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
intra-beam interference

+
∑

b′∈B\{b}

∑
k′∈Kb′

|hb′k|2pk′t

︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter-beam interference

+σ2
,224

(1)225

where σ2 represents the noise power. We denote |hbk|2 as226

the channel gain from the b-th satellite antenna to the227

k-th terminal (assuming consistent indexes between antennas228

and beams). We use a widely-adopted channel model in229

Fig. 1. An illustrative scenario of the considered BH-NOMA system. Three
beams are activated simultaneously according to the BH design. By applying
NOMA in beam 1, terminal 1 at the beam center with better channel gain
only receives inter-beam interference from the other two active beams, while
terminal 2 at the beam edge with worse channel gain receives both intra-beam
and inter-beam interference. (The numbers in the circle denote the steps of
the communication procedure).

multi-beam satellite systems [6], [10], [15], [18], which is 230

derived as, 231

|hbk|2 =
Gtx

bkG
rx
k

κT noiseW

(
c

4πdkf fr

)2

, (2) 232

whereGtx
bk is the transmit antenna gain from the b-th antenna to 233

terminal k. Grx
k denotes the receive antenna gain of terminal k. 234

The term κT noiseW represents the distribution of noise, where 235

κ, T noise, and W denote the Boltzmann constant, the noise 236

temperature of the receiver, and the carrier bandwidth, respec- 237

tively. The term
(

c
4πdkf fr

)2

is the free-space propagation loss, 238

where dk, f fr, and c denote the distance between the satellite 239

and terminal k, the frequency, and the light speed, respectively. 240

We consider that the channel gains are static within T timeslots 241

and updated every T timeslots. 242

The intra-beam interference and inter-beam interference 243

are denoted as the first term and the second term of the 244

denominator in (1), respectively. We assume consistent indexes 245

between terminals and the descending order of channel gains, 246

e.g., two terminals k and k′ in Kb, where k′ < k and |hbk′ |2 > 247

|hbk|2. In this case, k′ performs successive interference can- 248

cellation (SIC) to decode and remove k’s signals whereas k 249

treats k′’s signals as noise. We remark that, to facilitate the 250

analysis, we assume that the channel coefficients satisfy the 251

conditions derived in [25] (Lemma 1), such that determining 252

the decoding order in each beam is independent of the beams’ 253

transmit power and inter-beam interference. The available rate 254

of terminal k at timeslot t is, 255

Rkt = W log2(1 + γkt), (3) 256

where W is the bandwidth for the carrier (single carrier per 257

beam). The total offered capacity of terminal k is, 258

Rk =
∑
t∈T

Rkt. (4) 259
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III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS260

A. Problem Formulation261

We formulate an optimization problem to minimize the262

gap between offered capacity and requested traffic by jointly263

optimizing power allocation, beam scheduling, and terminal-264

timeslot assignment. The variables are defined as:265

pkt ≥ 0, transmit power for terminal k at timeslot t;266

αbt =

{
1, beam b is illuminated at timeslot t,

0, otherwise;
267

βkt =

{
1, terminal k is assigned to timeslot t,

0, otherwise.
268

Denote Dk as the requested traffic demand (in bps) of terminal269

k over a scheduling period. We apply (Rk −Dk)2 to measure270

the capacity-demand mismatch of terminal k [3], [7]. The271

objective function captures the average mismatch level among272

K terminals. The problem is formulated as:273

P0 : min
αbt,βkt,pkt

∑
k∈K

(Rk −Dk)2 (5a)274

s.t.
∑

k∈Kb

pkt ≤ P, ∀b ∈ B, ∀t ∈ T , (5b)275

∑
b∈B

αbt ≤ B0, ∀t ∈ T , (5c)276

∑
k∈Kb

βkt ≤ K0αbt, ∀b ∈ B, ∀t ∈ T , (5d)277

pkt ≤ Pβkt, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T , (5e)278

Rk ≥ Rmin
k , ∀k ∈ K, (5f)279

αbt + αb′t ≤ 1, b �= b′, ∀(b, b′) ∈ Ω, ∀t ∈ T .280

(5g)281

In (5b), the total transmit power of terminals in each beam at282

each timeslot is no larger than the beam power budget P . In283

(5c), no more than B0 beams can be illuminated at each times-284

lot. Constraints (5d) confine that no more than K0 terminals285

in each beam can be allocated to a timeslot. No terminal will286

be scheduled in an inactive beam. Constraints (5e) connect pkt287

and βkt, where pkt is confined to zero if βkt = 0, otherwise,288

pkt ≤ P . In (5f), the rate of each terminal should meet289

the minimum-rate requirement to maintain a certain level of290

fairness among terminals. Usually, the minimum rate is smaller291

than the requested traffic demand, i.e., Rmin
k < Dk. In (5g),292

we introduce Ω ⊂ B ×B as a set to include all the undesired293

beam pairs, e.g., adjacent beams with strong interference. If a294

beam pair {b, b′} ∈ Ω, beam b or b′ can be illuminated alone295

or grouped with other beams, e.g., illuminating beam b and b′′296

in timeslot t, but beam b and b′ cannot be activated together297

in the same timeslot because αbt + αb′t = 2 violates (5g).298

In P0, the performance and optimization decisions in BH299

and NOMA are coupled with each other. In general, jointly300

optimizing the two components is challenging. Determining301

NOMA resource allocation in each beam depends on the302

outcome of BH design, whereas achieving a high-quality BH303

scheme requires appropriate decisions from NOMA resource304

allocation. On the one hand, BH design is of importance to305

resource allocation in NOMA. When a set of inappropriate 306

beams with strong interference are activated, this can possibly 307

result in degraded performance, e.g., low data rates per times- 308

lot. As a consequence, each terminal might need to be assigned 309

with more power to satisfy its demand or scheduled to more 310

timeslots (thus suggests more timeslots consumed in total for 311

all the terminals), which typically leads to a more complicated 312

problem with a larger dimension and more sensitive to the 313

feasibility issue in NOMA. 314

On the other hand, the decisions made in NOMA can in 315

its turn influence the BH design. When an optimal power and 316

terminal-timeslot allocation can be obtained in NOMA, as a 317

result, each active beam radiates less inter-beam interference 318

to each other compared to a suboptimal NOMA solution, and 319

some beams can be activated with fewer timeslots due to 320

the higher rate achieved per timeslot, which can greatly ease 321

the BH design. Towards an overall high-quality solution for 322

BH-NOMA systems, it is necessary to capture this mutual 323

dependence and iteratively improve the overall performance 324

in algorithmic design. 325

B. Complexity Analysis in Solving P0 326

P0 is an MINCP problem [26] due to the nonlinear and 327

nonconvex functions in (5a) and (5f), and the presence of 328

binary variables αbt and βkt. Solving an MINCP can be 329

challenging in general. We further identify the intractability of 330

P0 by proving the NP-completeness for its decision-version 331

problem (or feasibility-check problem) and the NP-hardness 332

for the optimization problem in Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, 333

respectively. The decision-version problem of P0 is defined 334

as a true-or-false problem to check if there exists a feasible 335

solution [27]. If the decision version of P0 is NP-complete, 336

then the optimization problem P0 is NP-hard [28], because 337

solving P0 is no easier than solving its decision version. The 338

former needs to obtain optimal solutions, whereas the latter 339

only needs to offer a yes-or-no answer for feasibility check. 340

Lemma 1: The decision-version (feasibility-check) problem 341

of P0 is NP-complete. 342

Proof: Please refer to Appendix A. � 343

Based on Lemma 1, the NP-hardness of P0 can be therefore 344

concluded. 345

Theorem 1: P0 is NP-hard. 346

Being aware of the NP-hardness of P0 and the coupling 347

effects between BH and NOMA, it is challenging to solve the 348

original problem directly. Instead, we fix the binary variables 349

and provide theoretical analysis of how to deal with the 350

remaining problem. 351

It is worth noting that, even with the fixed binary variables 352

αbt and βkt, the remaining power allocation problem, shown 353

as in P1, is still non-convex [26]. 354

P1 : min
pkt

∑
k∈K

(Rk −Dk)2 (6a) 355

s.t. (5b), (5f), (6b) 356

where pkt ≥ 0 for βkt = 1 and pkt = 0 for 357

βkt = 0. We introduce auxiliary variables δk and equivalently 358
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convert P1 as,359

P ′
1 : min

pkt,δk

∑
k∈K

δ2k (7a)360

s.t. (5b), (5f), (7b)361

− δk ≤ Rk −Dk ≤ δk, ∀k ∈ K. (7c)362

At the optimum,Rk−Dk is equal to either −δk or δk, ∀k ∈ K,363

where δk ≥ 0. In the following proposition, we prove that364

Rk ≤ Dk at the optimum, which can simplify P ′
1.365

Proposition 1: At the optimum of P1, Rk ≤ Dk, ∀k ∈ K.366

Proof: Please refer to Appendix B. �367

With Proposition 1, constraints (7c) can be converted into,368

−δk ≤ Rk −Dk, ∀k ∈ K, (8)369

which indicates that Rk − Dk = −δk at the opti-370

mum. In spite of the problem conversion, we observe that371

solving P ′
1 remains challenging due to the nonconvexity372

of the logarithmic-fractional composite expressions in the373

R-functions [26]. A widely-adopted approach to address the374

fractional nonconvex function is to decouple the numerator375

and denominator, and transform it into a series of convex376

problems, e.g., Dinkelbach’s transform [29], and quadratic377

transform [30]. Compared to conventional Dinkelbach’s trans-378

form, quadratic transform has shown advantages in tackling379

multi-ratio fractional programming by building the equivalence380

of the objectives between the primal and the transformed381

problem [30]. Besides, quadratic transform has proven its382

competitiveness compared to conventional successive convex383

approximation method [31] in power control [30]. By applying384

quadratic transform [30], we convert Rkt from fractional385

format to the following,386

fR
kt(θkt, pkt)387

= log

⎛
⎜⎝1 + 2θkt

√
|hbk|2pkt − θ2kt

⎛
⎜⎝ ∑

k′∈Kb\{k}
k′<k

|hbk|2pk′t388

+
∑

b′∈B\{b}

∑
k′∈Kb′

|hb′k|2pk′t + σ2

⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠, (9)389

where θkt ≥ 0 is the auxiliary variable. With fixed θkt, fR
kt is a390

concave function according to the basis of convex preservation391

for composite functions [26]. Then P ′
1 is rewritten as the392

following,393

P2 : min
θkt,pkt,δk

∑
k∈K

δ2k (10a)394

s.t. (5b), (10b)395 ∑
t∈T

fR
kt(θkt, pkt) ≥ Rmin

k , ∀k ∈ K, (10c)396

∑
t∈T

fR
kt(θkt, pkt) −Dk ≥ −δk, ∀k ∈ K.397

(10d)398

P2 is nonconvex in general, but can become convex when θkt399

is fixed, which enables an iterative approach to optimize pkt400

with fixed θkt by solving the convex problem and updating401

θkt under fixed pkt.402

Algorithm 1 Iterative Approach for Power Allocation
Input: feasible pkt and δk.
1: repeat
2: Update θkt by (11).
3: Optimize pkt and δk by solving P2.
4: until convergence
5: Calculate Rk by (1), (3), (4).
6: if there exist terminals with Rk > Dk then
7: Solve nonlinear equations in (12).
8: end if

Output: optimized pkt, δk.

IV. AN ITERATIVE APPROACH FOR UPPER BOUND 403

In this section, we propose UBA algorithm to obtain an 404

upper bound (a feasible suboptimal solution) for P0. In UBA, 405

we optimize power allocation with fixed integer variables 406

and iteratively update beam scheduling and terminal-timeslot 407

assignment to progressively improve the performance. 408

A. Power Allocation With Fixed Integer Solution 409

The considered iterative algorithm for solving P2 is sum- 410

marized in Alg. 1. In each iteration, line 2 and line 3 describe 411

the procedures of alternatively update θkt and pkt, respectively, 412

where θkt is updated with fixed power allocation and pkt is 413

optimized given θkt. With fixed pkt, the optimal θkt is derived 414

by [30], 415

θkt =

√
|hbk|2pkt∑

k′∈Kb\{k}
k′<k

|hbk|2pk′t +
∑

b′∈B\{b}

∑
k′∈Kb′

|hb′k|2pk′t + σ2
. 416

(11) 417

With fixed θkt, P2 becomes convex. The optimum can 418

be obtained by conventional algorithms, e.g., interior-point 419

method [32]. Based on the theoretical results in [30], we con- 420

clude that the iterative process in lines 1-4 converges to a 421

stationary point. At the end of convergence, there may exist 422

terminals with
∑

t∈T f
R
kt > Dk. According to the conclusion 423

of Proposition 1, a post process in lines 6-8 is performed for 424

these terminals by solving the following equations, 425

Rk = Dk, ∀k ∈ K∗, (12) 426

where K∗ includes the terminals with Rk ≥ Dk. The non- 427

linear equations can be solved via the Levenberg-Marquardt 428

method [33]. 429

The complexity of Alg. 1 mainly falls into the optimization 430

process in line 3 and solving nonlinear equations in line 7. 431

For optimizing pkt in line 3, we apply interior-point method to 432

solve P2 with the complexity of O(ψ log(1
ε )) [32], where ψ > 433

0 is the parameter for self-concordant barrier and ε > 0 is the 434

precision [32]. The complexity of solving nonlinear equations 435

in line 7 is O(�−2). Here, � > 0 satisfies ||JT F|| ≤ �, where 436

F = 0 is the nonlinear equations and J is the corresponding 437

Jacobian matrix [33]. The complexity of Alg. 1 is therefore 438

O(max{Nψ log(1
ε ), �−2}), where N is the maximum number 439

of iterations. 440
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B. Beam Scheduling and Terminal-Timeslot Assignment441

Next, we jointly optimize beam scheduling and terminal-442

timeslot assignment to improve the performance iteratively.443

Some approaches, e.g., exhaustive search method, or branch444

and bound [34], are capable of obtaining the optimal or445

near-optimal integer solution but at the expense of unaf-446

fordable computational complexity. To avoid exponential-time447

complexity, we provide a scheme based on matching theory448

to decrease the capacity-demand gap iteratively.449

The optimization of integer solutions can be viewed as450

two many-to-many matching problems [35], i.e., beam-to-451

timeslot matching and terminal-to-timeslot matching. Define452

M and N as the sets containing tuples of beam-to-timeslot and453

terminal-to-timeslot matching, respectively. Denote y(M,N )454

as the objective value obtained by Alg. 1 under M and N ,455

where M and N are constructed based on αbt and βkt,456

respectively. For instance, if αbt = 1, then (b, t) ∈ M,457

otherwise, (b, t) /∈ M. The many-to-many matching problem458

can be solved via swap [35]. Consider a set M1, where459

(b, t) ∈ M1 but (b′, t′) /∈ M1. We define a swap Sbt
b′t′ as460

the operation of converting M1 into M2 by removing (b, t)461

and adding (b′, t′), i.e., setting αbt = 0 and αb′t′ = 1. A swap462

happens if M1 and M2 meet the following conditions:463

1. M2 satisfies constraints (5c) and (5g); (13)464

2. y(M1,N ) > y(M2,N ). (14)465

Define S as the set containing all the possible Sbt
b′t′ .466

Analogous to beam-to-timeslot swap, we consider a set N1,467

where (k, t) ∈ N1 but (k′, t′) /∈ N1. Define a swap S̄kt
k′t′ as468

the operation of converting N1 into N2 by removing (k, t)469

and introducing (k′, t′), i.e., setting βkt = 0 and βk′t′ = 1.470

A swap occurs if N1 and N2 satisfy the following conditions:471

1. N2 satisfies constraints (5d); (15)472

2. k, k′ ∈ Kb and αbt = αbt′ = 1; (16)473

3. y(M,N1) > y(M,N2). (17)474

Define S̄ as the set containing all the possible S̄kt
k′t′ .475

We summarize the procedure of UBA in Alg. 2. Denote476

N ′ as the maximum number of iterations. Line 3 to line477

13 represent the swap of beam-to-timeslot matching and line478

14 to line 22 indicate the terminal-to-timeslot swap. Remark479

that the algorithm starts to assign terminals to timeslots once480

beam-to-timeslot swap is executed. The algorithm terminates481

when the number of iterations reaches N ′, there is no more482

valid swap, or all the terminals are satisfied with demand.483

In UBA, the complexity for each iteration consists of484

two parts, i.e., beam-to-timeslot swap and terminal-to-timeslot485

swap. The numbers of all the possible beam-to-timeslot and486

terminal-to-timeslot swaps are at most TB0 × T (B − B0)487

and B0 × TK0 × T (K ′ − K0), respectively. For each itera-488

tion, the worst case is to optimize power for all the swaps489

in S and S̄ by Alg. 1. Thus the complexity of UBA is490

O(N ′T 2B0(B−B0+K0(K ′−K0))max{Nψ log(1
ε ), �−2}).491

Remark that, in practice, the complexity can be largely reduced492

by eliminating a certain number of swaps that do not satisfy493

conditions (13), (15), and (16).494

Algorithm 2 UBA

Input: Feasible p̃kt, α̃bt, and β̃kt (corresponding to M̃ and
Ñ ).

1: repeat
2: Construct S based on α̃bt and (13).
3: if S �= ∅ then
4: Select a swap Sbt

b′t′ and construct M with (b′, t′).
5: Optimize pkt under M via Alg. 1.
6: else
7: UBA terminates.
8: end if
9: if M̃ and M do not satisfy (14) then

10: Remove Sbt
b′t′ from S.

11: Move to line 3.
12: end if
13: Let M̃ = M and p̃kt = pkt and update α̃bt, β̃kt, and

Ñ . Construct S̄ based on β̃kt, (15), and (16).
14: if S̄ �= ∅ then
15: Select a swap S̄kt

k′t′ and construct N with (k′, t′).
16: Optimize pkt under N via Alg. 1.
17: end if
18: if Ñ and N do not satisfy (17) then
19: Remove S̄kt

k′t′ from S̄.
20: Move to line 14.
21: end if
22: Let Ñ = N and p̃kt = pkt and update β̃kt.
23: until the number of iterations reaches N ′ or Rk = Dk

∀k ∈ K
Output: p̃kt, α̃bt, β̃kt.

V. AN MICP APPROXIMATION APPROACH 495

FOR LOWER BOUND 496

In this section, we resolve P0’s non-convexity by intention- 497

ally simplifying the inter-beam interference, and construct an 498

MICP formulation to enable a lower bound for P0. We observe 499

that, in some BH cases, the inter-beam interference may 500

become negligible, e.g., illuminating two distant beams. If this 501

interference can be ignored, P0 becomes an MICP problem. 502

In this case, pkt for terminals in Kb can be derived as 503

follows, 504

p1t =
(
2

R1t
W − 1

) σ2

|hb1|2
, 505

p2t =
(
2

R2t
W − 1

)(
p1t +

σ2

|hb2|2

)
, 506

. . . 507

pKbt =
(

2
RKbt

W − 1
)(Kb−1∑

k′=1

pk′t +
σ2

|hbKb
|2

)
. (18) 508

Thus (5b) can be rewritten in an equivalent expression as, 509

Kb∑
k=1

(
σ2

|hbk|2
− σ2

|hb(k−1)|2

)
2

Kb�

k′=k

R
k′t

W − σ2

|hbKb
|2 ≤ P, 510

∀b ∈ B, ∀t ∈ T , (19) 511
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where we define that σ2

|hb0|2 = 0. Then P0 becomes,512

P3 : min
αbt,βkt,Rkt,δk

∑
k∈K

δ2k (20a)513

s.t. (19), (5c), (5d), (5f), (5g), (7c), (20b)514

Rkt ≤ Rmaxβkt, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T , (20c)515

where Rmax is a constant, no smaller than all possible Rkt.516

Constraints (20c) connect R-variables with β-variables, where517

Rkt = 0 if βkt = 0, otherwise, Rkt ≤ Rmax. P3 is an518

MICP with the presence of exponential cones in (19) and the519

quadratic cones in (20a). The optimum of P3 can be achieved520

by branch-and-bound or outer approximation approach [34].521

Note that, since inter-beam interference has been intention-522

ally removed, the optimum of P3 is no larger than that of523

P0 and thus can be viewed as a lower bound of P0.524

Remark 1: The gap between the lower bound (the optimum525

of P3) and the optimum of P0 follows three cases:526

• Zero gap: The optimum at P0 and P3 is equivalent if527

only one beam is illuminated at each timeslot since there528

is no inter-beam interference in the system.529

• Close-to-zero gap: P3 provides a close lower bound to530

the optimum of P0 if the level of inter-beam interference531

keeps low.532

• Large gap: In some cases, the lower bound becomes loose533

when inter-beam interference is strong. However, due to534

the inherent characteristics in BH optimization, only the535

beams with less mutual interference are preferred to be536

activated at the same timeslot. Thus, this undesired issue537

can be avoided in a majority of cases. �538

VI. AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR JOINT OPTIMIZATION539

UBA aims at providing a tight upper bound (or near-540

optimal solution) to P0 at the expense of high complexity.541

To further reduce the computational complexity, we design a542

low-complexity approach, i.e., E-JPBT, to provide an efficient543

solution for P0. The basic idea of E-JPBT is to divide the544

whole decision process of P0 into T stages (or timeslots) and545

then solve a subproblem at each stage or timeslot. To avoid546

directly tackling integer variables with large complexity, the547

subproblem for each timeslot is relaxed to a continuous548

problem, which can be solved by Alg. 1.549

The residual demand for terminal k before timeslot t is,550

D̄kt =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Dk −

t−1∑
τ=1

Rkτ , if t > 1,

Dk, if t = 1.

(21)551

At the t-th timeslot, the resource allocation problem for the552

current timeslot is expressed as,553

P0(t) : min
αbt,βkt,pkt

∑
k∈K

(
Rkt − D̄kt

)2
554

+
∑
k∈K

φk

[
Rmin

k −Rkt −
t−1∑
τ=0

Rkτ

]+

555

(22a)556

s.t.
∑

k∈Kb

pkt ≤ 1, ∀b ∈ B, (22b)557

Algorithm 3 E-JPBT
Input: φk.
1: for t = 1, . . . , T do
2: Optimize ᾱbt and β̄kt by solving P4(t) via Alg. 1.
3: Select j∗ = arg maxj{

∑
b∈Bj

ᾱbt}.
4: Set αbt = 1, ∀b ∈ Bj∗ .
5: Select K0 largest-β̄kt terminals for each illuminated

beam.
6: Set accordingly βkt = 1.
7: Optimize pkt by solving P4(t) via Alg. 1 with αbt and

βkt.
8: Calculate D̄kt by (21).
9: end for

10: Optimize pkt via Alg. 1 with determined αbt and βkt.
Output: αbt, βkt, and pkt.

∑
b∈B

αbt ≤ B0, (22c) 558

∑
k∈Kb

βkt ≤ K0αbt, ∀b ∈ B, (22d) 559

pkt ≤ βkt, ∀k ∈ Kb, (22e) 560

αbt + αb′t ≤ 1, b �= b′, ∀(b, b′) ∈ Ω, 561

(22f) 562

where the second term of the objective is the penalty for 563

constraints (5f) and φk > 0 is the penalty factor. The objective 564

is penalized if the rate of terminal k is lower than Rmin
k , which 565

means more resources should be allocated to this terminal in 566

the later timeslots. 567

Since P0(t) is MINCP and is still challenging, we relax αbt 568

and βkt into continuous variables, i.e., 0 ≤ ᾱbt ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ 569

β̄kt ≤ 1. Then we convert the R-function into fR
kt(θkt, pkt) 570

as expressed in (9) via quadratic transform. P0(t) can be 571

reformulated as, 572

P4(t) : min
ᾱbt,β̄kt,pkt,θkt

∑
k∈K

(
fR

kt − D̄kt

)2
573

+
∑
k∈K

φk

[
Rmin

k −fR
kt−

t−1∑
τ=0

fR
kτ

]+

574

(23a) 575

s.t. (22b), (22c), (22d), (22e), (22f), (23b) 576

which can be solved via Alg. 1. We define Bj ⊆ B as the 577

j-th beam group. Note that the beam groups are constructed 578

based on Ω. We schedule the beam group on the basis of 579

j∗ = argmaxj{
∑

b∈Bj
ᾱbt}. Then we select K0 largest-β̄kt 580

terminals for each active beam. Accordingly, we decide αbt 581

and βkt for the current timeslot. To update the residual demand 582

D̄kt, we solve the remaining of P4(t) via Alg. 1 with the 583

decided integer solution. At the end, with all determined αbt 584

and βkt, we optimize pkt by solving P1 via Alg. 1. 585

The procedure of E-JPBT is summarized in Alg. 3, where 586

line 2 to line 6 are the process of determining integer variables 587

for each timeslot. In line 2, we solve the relaxed problem 588

via Alg. 1 and obtain the continuous solution, ᾱbt and β̄kt. 589

The decisions of αbt and βkt are described in line 4 and 590
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TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 2. Beam pattern covering Europe provided by ESA [23] and the
adopted two scenarios, where BH is operated among the considered 37 beams
(highlighted in red color).

line 6, respectively. With determined integer variables, power591

optimization is executed via Alg. 1 to calculate D̄kt. At the592

end of E-JPBT, we optimize power with all the determined593

integer solution in line 7. In conclusion, E-JPBT needs to594

apply Alg. 1 for 2T + 1 times, and thus the complexity of595

E-JPBT is O((2T + 1)max{Nψ log(1
ε ), �−2}).596

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION597

A. Simulation Settings and Benchmarks598

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the pro-599

posed NOMA-BH scheme and the proposed algorithms in600

a multi-beam satellite system. The parameter settings are601

summarized in Table I unless stated otherwise. The beam602

radiation pattern is provided by European Space Agency603

(ESA) [23], which is depicted in Fig. 2. We set T = 256,604

which is larger than the minimum required number of times-605

lots,
⌈

K′
K0

⌉ ⌈
B
B0

⌉
= 16. In this setting, all the terminals606

can be scheduled to at least one timeslot. The results are607

averaged by 1000 instances. In NOMA, we consider a practical608

issue in performance evaluation, i.e., residual interference609

in decoding terminals’ signals due to imperfect SIC [36].610

Note that imperfect SIC is always considered in performance611

TABLE II

POWER CONSUMPTION (IN WATTS) OF DIFFERENT SCHEMES IN FIG. 3

evaluation. When calculating the offered-requested data rate 612

gap, the units of capacity and demand are unified as Mbps. 613

In simulation, we aim to demonstrate the applicability of the 614

proposed BH-NOMA schemes in various satellite scenarios. 615

We consider two typical satellite scenarios [1] (highlighted in 616

Fig. 2): 617

• Scenario 1 (Fig. 2(a)): Within a concentrated area, 618

we extract a set of adjacent beams from 245 beams. 619

Scenario 1 provides a harsh scenario to evaluate the 620

BH-NOMA schemes, aiming at investigating how to man- 621

age inter-beam interference among the illuminated beams 622

with relatively short distance than that in Scneario 2. 623

• Scenario 2 (Fig. 2(b)): We randomly select a set of 624

non-adjacent beams from 245 beams, where BH is per- 625

formed within a large area. One instance is to serve ter- 626

minals in some distributed target areas, e.g., mountains or 627

rural areas. Since no adjacent beams exist in Scenario 2, 628

the inter-beam interference is typically smaller than that 629

in Scenario 1. 630

We summarize the benchmark schemes as the following for 631

different purposes of performance evaluation. To investigate 632

the benefits of combining BH and NOMA, we compare the 633

proposed BH-NOMA schemes with the following standalone 634

schemes either considering BH or NOMA (referring to Fig. 3 635

and Table II): 636

• BH-OMA (without NOMA): The BH-OMA problem can 637

be formulated by simply restricting only one terminal at 638

each timeslot, i.e., K0 = 1 in P0, and then apply Alg. 2 639

to obtain the optimized result. 640

• 1c-NOMA (without BH): NOMA is adopted with 1-color 641

frequency-reuse pattern (full-frequency reuse). All the 642

beams keep illuminated without considering BH. 643

• 2c-NOMA (without BH): NOMA is coordinated with 644

2-color frequency-reuse pattern where each color repre- 645

sents either vertical and horizontal polarization such that 646

adjacent two beams can occupy orthogonal resources. 647

• 4c-NOMA (without BH): NOMA is coordinated with 648

4-color frequency-reuse pattern. In the system, the fre- 649

quency band is equally divided into two segments and 650

each segment utilizes vertical and horizontal polarization. 651

In this way, the adjacent four beams can occupy four 652

different colors and the inter-beam interference can be 653

reduced. 654

We also compare the performance achieved by the proposed 655

algorithms with the following benchmarking schemes from the 656

literature (referring to Fig. 5): 657

• RA: We apply the resource allocation scheme proposed 658

in [37] to determine the number of scheduled times- 659

lots for each beam. Then Alg. 3 is applied to decide 660

terminal-timeslot assignment and power allocation. 661
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Fig. 3. An illustration of gaps between each user’s data demand (blue dashed
line) and the offered capacity (red solid line) (K = 48, B = 16, B0 = 4,
and K0 = 2).

• MaxSINR: An approach proposed in [7] and [12] is662

adopted to determine the illuminated beams at each663

timeslot by selecting the beams with maximum SINR.664

Then Alg. 3 is then adapted to optimize power allocation665

and terminal-timeslot assignment.666

• MinCCI: An efficient approach used in [12] is applied667

to activate beams with the minimum inter-beam interfer-668

ence, then Alg. 3 is adopted analogously to MaxSINR.669

For a fair comparison with other metrics for evaluating the670

offered-requested data rate matching, we adapt UBA to opti-671

mize the following widely-used objective functions (referring672

to Table III):673

• Scheme 1: The objective is to max-min offered-674

capacity-to-requested-traffic ratio (OCTR), i.e.,675

maxmink∈K
Rk

Dk
, [3], [6], [18] such that the worst676

capacity-demand mismatch effects among terminals can677

be mitigated.678

• Scheme 2: The objective aims at minimizing the total679

unmet capacity of terminals, i.e., min
∑

k∈K[Dk −680

Rk]+, [3], [22], [38].681

B. Benefits of Jointly Considering BH and NOMA682

In Fig. 3, we discuss the benefits and evaluate the683

performance gains of combining BH and NOMA. The pro-684

posed BH-NOMA schemes, i.e., UBA and E-JPBT, are com-685

pared with the standalone schemes, either considering BH or686

NOMA. We adopt 1-color frequency-reuse pattern in UBA,687

E-JPBT, and BH-OMA. The gaps are large in standalone688

NOMA or BH schemes, i.e., Fig. 3(c) to Fig. 3(f). In con-689

trast, by jointly optimizing BH and NOMA, the proposed690

BH-NOMA schemes in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) significantly691

alleviate the mismatch effects, e.g., the objective value is692

reduced from 105− 108 in (Fig. 3(c) – Fig. 3(f)) to 102− 103
693

(in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b)). In Table II, we further summarize694

the power consumption in these schemes. BH-OMA con-695

sumes the least power, slightly lower than UBA and E-JPBT,696

but does not perform well in capacity-demand matching.697

Fig. 4. The gap performance between upper bound and lower bound, where
we set 5 terminals in each beam and K0 = 3.

Fig. 5. The gap performance with respect to traffic demand among the
proposed schemes and benchmarks. (Scenario 1, 5 terminals per beam,
K0 = 3) (Solid line: under free-space channel model [3], [6], [10]; Dash
line: atmospheric channel model with long-term effects and rain effects [40]).

Compared to 1c-NOMA, 2c-NOMA, and 4c-NOMA, the 698

proposed UBA and E-JPBT, by augmenting both power- 699

and time-domain flexibilities, consume much less power 700

and achieve good trade-offs between power saving and 701

capacity-demand mismatch reduction. 702

C. Performance in Bounding and Approaching the Optimum 703

We evaluate the tightness of upper and lower bounds in 704

Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 with 16 or 37 beams. From Fig. 4, 705

we observe that the bounding gap increases as the average 706

demand grows. For presentation convenience, we apply the 707

term “×105” in y-label as the magnitude of the values on 708

y-axis. The proposed bounding scheme achieves near-zero 709

gaps in Scenario 2, even for the cases with large demand. This 710

is because the inter-beam interference can maintain at a very 711

low level when distant beams are activated. When this small 712

amount of inter-beam interference is intentionally neglected 713

in LBA, it has limited impact and therefore keeps a tight 714

lower bound for the optimum. In contrast, when Scenario 1 715

is considered, a larger amount of inter-beam interference is 716

removed in LBA, thus results in larger gaps, e.g., 14.9% in 717
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Fig. 6. The gap performance value with respect to traffic demand of the
proposed BH-NOMA schemes in different scenarios with 1-color, 2-color,
adn 4-color frequency-reuse patterns.

TABLE III

THE PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT METRICS

37 beams and 19.2% in 16 beams. The numerical results are718

consistent with the analysis in Remark 1. By our design in719

LBA, less interference is neglected and a tighter lower bound720

can be obtained. We can observe three major differences of721

the optimized BH solutions between Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b).722

Firstly, the optimized BH solutions lead to smaller capacity-723

demand gaps, i.e., objective value, in Scenario 2 than that724

in Scenario 1. Secondly, in Scenario 1, the optimized BH725

scheme may prefer to activate a fewer number of beams726

per timeslot due to the presence of higher-level inter-beam727

interference, while more beams tend to be activated together728

in Scenario 2 due to the fact of distantly located beams729

with less mutual interference. Thirdly, the activated beams are730

typically non-neighboring and far away from each other in731

order to avoid strong inter-beam interference in Scenario 1,732

which may not always be the case in the optimized BH733

solutions of Scenario 2. This is because a beam can possibly be734

activated together with its nearest or neighboring beams (but735

geographically non-adjacent in Scenario 2) at the optimum736

when the interference maintains at the low level.737

D. Performance Comparison Between the Proposed738

Algorithms and Benchmarks739

In Fig. 5, we compare the performance of the proposed740

UBA, LBA, and E-JPBT with BH-OMA and benchmarking741

schemes from the literature. We observe that the proposed742

schemes outperform all the four benchmarks in reducing the743

gap between requested and offered data rates. Firstly, due744

to the higher spectral efficiency in NOMA, the proposed745

BH-NOMA schemes outperform BH-OMA, e.g., 80.8% and746

Fig. 7. The gap performance versus error ratio of imperfect SIC of the
proposed NOMA schemes.

76.3% improvement in UBA and E-JPBT. Compared to RA, 747

MaxSINR, and MinCCI, E-JPBT decreases the effect of 748

offered-requested data mismatches by 93.2%, 90.7%, 70.4%, 749

respectively. The proposed BH-NOMA schemes can largely 750

reduce the mismatch effects by joint optimization of BH and 751

NOMA compared to GA, MaxSINR, and MinCCI. We also 752

observe that E-JPBT can achieve the cost close to the upper 753

bound with a gap of 18.95%. Moreover, we evaluate the 754

schemes under the channel model with atmospheric fading 755

including long-term effects and rain effects [40]. The results 756

verify that the advantages of the proposed UBA and E-JBPT 757

over other benchmarks remain. The two schemes can achieve 758

good performance in reducing the capacity-demand gaps under 759

different channel models. The average computational time of 760

UBA, E-JPBT, MinCCI, and MaxSINR normalized by that of 761

RA is 14.16, 1.15, 1.10, and 1.08, respectively, where E-JPBT 762

consumes 91.88% less time compared to UBA and maintains 763

the same magnitude of computational time with other efficient 764

benchmark schemes. Considering the observed performance 765

gains, E-JPBT thus achieves a good trade-off between com- 766

plexity and performance compared to other schemes. 767

E. The Performance of the Proposed Schemes With Different 768

Frequency-Reuse Patterns 769

In Fig. 6, we evaluate the applicability of the proposed 770

BH-NOMA schemes in the scenarios with the implementa- 771

tion of 1-color, 2-color, and 4-color frequency-reuse patterns. 772

The performance of the proposed schemes in all the three 773

scenarios is promising. With higher spectral efficiency, the 774

proposed schemes in 1-color scenario can perfectly match 775

capacity to demand when the requested demand is no larger 776

than 650 Mbps. With less inter-beam interference, the average 777

performance gaps between upper bound and lower bound 778

in 2-color and 4-color scenarios are 11.23% and 2.32%, 779

respectively, which are smaller than that in 1-color scenario. 780

The result also verifies the conclusion in Remark 1. 781

F. Comparison Among Different Metrics for Evaluating the 782

Offered-Requested Data Rate Mismatch 783

Next, we compare the offered-requested data mis- 784

match performance among different metrics. In Table III, 785
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we summarize the performance, where each scheme is solved786

by its own objective, e.g., 1.57 × 103 is obtained by UBA787

with the objective (5a) in the first row. By summarizing the788

obtained solutions, the results for the other two metrics can789

be obtained, e.g., the worst OCTR for UBA in the second790

row. As expected, all the three schemes perform the best791

with their own objectives, referring to the diagonal values,792

but can degrade sharply when measured with other metrics.793

The proposed BH-NOMA scheme shows good adaptation794

and generalization capabilities among different metrics, which795

means that UBA achieves the best performance in reducing796

the sum of squared gaps, and slightly losses around 1% to 3%797

performance in max-min OCTR and reducing unmet capacity798

than the other two schemes.799

G. Impact of Imperfect SIC on BH-NOMA Performance800

At last, we evaluate the impact of practical issues of NOMA801

on the performance of UBA and E-JPBT. We introduce 0 ≤802

ηk ≤ 1 to represent residual interference due to imperfect803

SIC [36]. Specifically, the intra-beam interference in (1) is804

rewritten as,805 ∑
k′∈Kb\{k}

k′<k

|hbk|2pk′t +
∑

k′∈Kb\{k}
k′>k

|hbk|2pk′tηk. (24)806

The result in Fig. 7 shows the applicability of the proposed807

BH-NOMA schemes to imperfect-SIC scenarios. We can808

observe that the performance increases slowly when the error809

ratio of imperfect SIC is small, e.g., from 10−5 to 10−2. When810

the ratio increases more than 10−2, OMA might become a811

better choice. Besides, when the error is large, e.g., 10−1, the812

mismatch effect in the case of K0 = 5 is worse than those of813

K0 = 2 and K0 = 3. This is because the intra-beam interfer-814

ence caused by imperfect SIC increases with the number of815

co-channel terminals in the same beam.816

VIII. CONCLUSION817

In this paper, we have investigated joint resource optimiza-818

tion for the coexisted BH-NOMA systems. A resource alloca-819

tion problem has been formulated to minimize the gap between820

requested and offered data rates of terminals by jointly821

optimizing power allocation, beam scheduling, and terminal-822

timeslot assignment. We have identified the NP-hardness of823

the problem and proposed an effective bounding scheme, UBA824

and LBA, to benchmark the optimality. To reduce computa-825

tional complexity, we have designed an efficient algorithm for826

joint optimization. In the end, we have verified the benefits of827

combining BH and NOMA, and demonstrated the advantages828

of the proposed BH-NOMA schemes compared to different829

benchmarks.830

APPENDIX A831

PROOF OF LEMMA 1832

Proof: We construct a polynomial-time reduction from833

three-dimensional matching (3DM) problem [39], one of834

the typical NP-complete problems, to an instance of the835

decision-version problem of P0. Consider three different sets836

X , Y , and Z , where |X | = |Y| = |Z|. The 3DM problem is 837

to check whether there exists a matching set Θ ⊂ X ×Y ×Z 838

such that x1 �= x2, y1 �= y2, and z1 �= z2 for any two different 839

triplets (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2) in Θ. If yes, Θ is called a 840

3DM. 841

Consider a special case with one terminal per beam, i.e., 842

K = B. In this case, we use terminals’ indexes and beams’ 843

interchangeably. The set of beams is divided into two subsets, 844

B1 and B2, where B1 ∩ B2 = ∅, B1 ∪ B2 = B, and |B1| = 845

|B2| = B
2 . For any beam b ∈ Bi, ∀i = {1, 2}, the channel 846

gains satisfy the following conditions, 847

|hb′b|2 =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1 + ε, if b′ = b,

1 +
ε

2
, else if b′ ∈ Bi,

ε, else if b′ ∈ Bj, j �= i,

(26) 848

where 0 < ε ≤ 2
1
B − 1. We set the parameters as follows: 849

P = 1, σ2 = ε, B0 = 2, T = B
2 , Ω = ∅, Rmin

b = 1, and 850

Db � 1. 851

First, we prove that the instance problem is feasible if the 852

answer to the 3DM problem is yes. We let X = T , Y = B1, 853

and Z = B2. For any two triplets (t1, b1, b′1) and (t2, b2, b′2) 854

in Θ, the following relationships hold: t1 �= t2, b1 �= b2, and 855

b′1 �= b′2. In this case, any two beams scheduled to the same 856

timeslot are from different subsets. If beam b is illuminated 857

at timeslot t, the rate of each beam is derived as log2(1 + 858

|hbb|2P
|hb′b|2P+σ2 ) = log2(1 + 1+ε

ε+ε ) > 1 = Rmin
b , which meets 859

constraints (5b) to (5g). Thus the instance problem is feasible. 860

Next, we prove that if the instance problem is feasible, the 861

answer to the 3DM problem is yes. Since T = B
2 and B0 = 2, 862

all beams are scheduled only once. If there exist two beams 863

from the same subset scheduled to the same timeslot, then 864

the rates for these two beams are log2(1 + |hbb|2P
|hb′b|2P+σ2 ) = 865

log2(1 + 1+ε
1+ ε

2+ε ) < log2(1 + 1) = 1 = Rmin
b , which violates 866

the minimum-rate constraint in (5f). To meet the constraints, 867

the interference must be ε, requiring that any two beams 868

scheduled to the same timeslot are from different subsets. 869

Thus, the answer to the 3DM problem is yes. In conclusion, the 870

yes answer to the 3DM problem is the necessary and sufficient 871

condition of the existence of a feasible solution of the instance 872

problem. As the 3DM problem is NP-complete, the Lemma 873

follows. � 874

APPENDIX B 875

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 876

Proof: The proposition can be proven by raising the 877

contradiction that there exist some terminals with Rk > Dk at 878

the optimum. Define Kt as the set of the terminals scheduled 879

to the t-th timeslot. We divide Kt into two subsets, K+
t and 880

K−
t , containing terminals with Rk > Dk and Rk ≤ Dk, 881

respectively. Let p∗kt be the optimal power. For presentation 882

convenience, we denote Ik′kt as the interference of terminal k 883

caused by k′ at timeslot t. We apply 0 < ζ ≤ 1 to adjust 884

the power of all the terminals in K+
t . As p∗kt is optimal, 885

ζ = 1 should be optimal. For k ∈ K+
t , the SINR is expressed 886
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f̃ ′(ζ; p∗kt) =
∑

k∈K+
t

2(Rk−Dk)γkt

ζ(1+γkt)

( ∑
k′∈K−

t

Ik′kt + σ2

)
∑

k′∈K+
t \{k}

ζIk′kt +
∑

k′∈K−
t

Ik′kt + σ2
−
∑

k∈K−
t

2(Rk−Dk)γkt

ζ(1+γkt)

∑
k′∈K+

t

Ik′kt∑
k′∈K+

t

ζIk′kt +
∑

k′∈K−
t \{k}

Ik′kt + σ2
(25)

as,887

γkt =
|hbk|2ζp∗kt∑

k′∈K+
t \{k} ζIk′kt +

∑
k′∈K−

t
Ik′kt + σ2

. (27)888

The SINR of terminals in K−
t is,889

γkt =
|hbk|2p∗kt∑

k′∈K+
t
ζIk′kt +

∑
k′∈K−

t \{k} Ik′kt + σ2
. (28)890

Given p∗kt, the objective can be viewed as the function of ζ, say891

f̃(ζ; p∗kt). We present the derivative of f̃(ζ; p∗kt) in (25), shown892

at the top of the page, which is obviously larger than zero since893

Rk > Dk for terminals in K+
t and Rk < Dk for terminals894

in K−
t . Thus the objective can be smaller by letting ζ < 1 to895

reduce power of the terminals in K+
t , which contradicts the896

assumption of the optimality. Thus the proposition. �897
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